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The FIRE-IN methodology

Thematic Working Groups

The work in the project is organized in 3 phases: 
first - the identification of the capability gaps, 
experienced and expressed by the Fire & Rescue
practitioners. The gaps are formulated as chal-
lenges to be solved by the research and industry.
In the second phase the project partners review 
ongoing and planned R&D projects and suggest 
promising solutions, addressing the gaps. During 
the third phase the project will establish an inter-
active cooperation with the research and indus-
try and request proposals for the new R&D. The 
responses will be evaluated by the Associated 
Experts. Finally the project will provide recom-
mendations for the European Strategic Research 
and Standardisation Agenda on Security.
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1. SAFE CLUSTER, France (SAFE)

2. Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Officiers de Sapeurs-Pompiers, 

France (ENSOSP)

3. Italian Ministry of Interior, Department of Fire Corps, Public 

Rescue and Civil Defence), Italy (CNVVF)

4. Bundesanstalt Technisches Hilfswerk, Germany (THW)

5. Global Fire Monitoring Centre, Germany (GFMC)

6. Ineris Development, France (INEDEV)

7. Fraunhofer INT, Germany (FhG-INT)

8. Fire Ecology and Management Foundation Pau Costa  

Alcubierre, Spain (PCF)

9. Catalonia Fire Service Rescue Agency, Spain (CFS)

10. Scientific and Research Centre for Fire Protection,  

Poland (CNBOP)

11. The Main School of Fire Services, Poland (SGSP)

12. Council of Baltic Sea States (CBSS)

13. Civil Contingency Agency, Sweden (MSB)

14. Center for Security Studies, Greece (KEMEA)

15. Czech Association of Fire Officer, Czech Republic (CAFO)

16. InnoTSD, France (Inno)

Delivering solutions for safer
European societies

PARTNERS

e-FIRE-IN: EU-wide one-stop
shop for Fire & Rescue

Associated Experts
Community

Benefits of getting involved
with FIRE-IN

If your work is related to Fire & Rescue, FIRE-IN is 
your chance to be informed of the latest develop-
ments in research, innovation and standardisa-
tion. Engaging with the project will help you save 
costs for R&D, get tailored solutions based on your 
needs, showcase your achievements, and reduce 
time for testing, procurement and implementation 
of the new technologies. You will be able to con-
tribute to the improvement of the Fire & Rescue 
capabilities of the whole Europe. And most im-
portantly - FIRE-IN welcomes you to join a wide 
international community of experts, which covers 
every aspect of Fire & Rescue activities.

The project’s success relies on the active  
participation of experts. FIRE-IN Associated Ex-
perts community is a dynamic and constantly 
growing network, which includes professionals 
from the whole Europe and beyond, representing 
practitioners, research and innovation, private 
sector, NGOs, and standardisation bodies. Contact 
us to become an Associated Expert!

The frequency and scope of natural disasters are 
increasing worldwide. Together with the high so-
cietal expectations for security and the increased 
concerns for health and safety of the responders, 
it presents new challenges for the Fire & Rescue, 
research, innovation and standardtisation com-
munities. The ultimate objective of the FIRE-IN 
project is to raise the security level of the EU 
citizens by improving the Fire & Rescue services 
capabilities to address various forms of hazards, 
natural or manmade.

Fire & Rescue experts and professional networks
from the whole Europe will collaborate,
share expertise and knowledge through an innova-
tive e-FIRE-IN platform, a forum for practitioners, 
research, standardisation bodies and industry and 
a tool for research and innovation monitoring, re-
sults publication and organisation of events. If you 
work in Fire & Rescue - join e-FIRE-IN and you will 
get the latest technology at your fingertips.

The latest Fire & Rescue
innovation at your fingertips


